### TIME FOR SOME SMALL TALK

The Satellite Modular Laser System (MLS) is **small**, yet unbelievably **powerful**

#### 1. ULTRA COMPACT HEADS
Low power-consuming projection heads that are up to 75% smaller than equivalent integrated projectors.

#### 2. NO EXTERNAL CHILLERS
Beware of imitations - these are not repurposed Cinema projectors! Bulky, noisy and power hungry chillers are not required.

#### 3. SMALL LIGHT SOURCES
Proprietary RGB Modular Light Sources fit in a standard server rack and at under 25kg, these 4U building blocks offer unmatched reliability and serviceability.

#### 4. WHISPER QUIET
Noisy projectors disturbing your audience are a thing of the past. Satellite projection heads are designed to be neither seen nor heard.

#### 5. EASY THERMAL MANAGEMENT
The majority of heat generated by the system is remote from the projection heads, simplifying installation and HVAC considerations.

#### 6. ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY
From 2,500 to 40,000 lumens with WUXGA to 8K resolution - you decide. Only Satellite MLS offers this level of flexibility.

Satellite MLS is a (re)evolution in projection technology.

- Totally configurable to overcome traditional installation challenges.
- Simple building blocks for complex applications.

[www.digitalprojection.com](http://www.digitalprojection.com)
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